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Why you should read this white paper
Are you ready for a new experience in distributed service
composition? Read this document and get first instructions to setup
the CHOReVOLUTION platform. This platform will help you design,
run and monitor your own choreography of services and things. Follow
the process flow to build your dynamic, secured and multi-tenant cloud
IoT applications. This paper details the:
•
•
•
•
•
•

CHOReVOLUTION Platform Architecture and Components
Front-end Software to Design and Monitor Choreographies
Back-end Software to Generate and Deploy Cloud Services
Platform Requirements and Setup Instructions
Process Flow to Build New Coordinated Services
Key Definitions and Links to Explore the Platform
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Introduction to the
CHOReVOLUTION Platform
The interconnection of multiple smart objects and
professional software services to form new
collaborative applications requires a framework
offering the multi-tenant infrastructure.
CHOReVOLUTION is an H2020 European research
project that addresses the shortcomings developers
and business users encounter when designing,
composing and coordinating multiple services and
things distributed over the Internet.
The CHOReVOLUTION platform includes software
tools for choreography modeling, synthesis,
adaptation, service bus, security, identity
management and cloud (with monitoring and overall
management at run-time).
The platform ensures the distributed coordination of
services and things in a context characterized by
dynamic changes.
These include business goal changes, preferences
and context-changes, as services or partners may
be substituted and network conditions may evolve.

Changes are dynamically handled by
CHOReVOLUTION through the automatic
generation of specific artefacts, bringing:
Coordination: When service interactions need to be
suitably coordinated in a fully distributed way in order
to fulfill the specified choreography, distributed
coordination delegates are generated.
Security: When secure communication between
services are required, CHOReVOLUTION generates
security filters.
Heterogeneity: When middleware protocols vary
among the stakeholders, CHOReVOLUTION
generates binding components.
Interoperability: When different interaction
protocols need to communicate with each other, that
is critical in IoT, the platform generates adaptors.
The CHOReVOLUTION platform, published under
an open source software license, is available
through the OW2 community, and it is downloadable
from the AppHub open source marketplace1. Open
and evolutive, it helps you generate and manage
service and things choreographies that will
continuously evolve to meet new and modified
requirements and to support the latest as well as
next-generation technologies.

CHOReVOLUTION brings modeling and synthesis tools to build secured and multi-tenant cloud
applications with dynamic adaptation to business and infrastructure changes
1

https://directory.apphub.eu.com/organization/chorevolution
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The Front-End Software
The CHOReVOLUTION Studio is an Eclipse-based
IDE that allows choreography designers and service
providers to:
•

A. Design a choreography exploiting the
CHOReVOLUTION notation (based on
BPMN2 Choreography Diagrams);

•

B. Define all the details required to instrument
the interaction among the services involved in
the choreography (e.g. service signatures,
protocols, QoS, identity attributes and roles);

•

C. Drive the generation of Binding
Components (BCs), Security Filters (SFs),
Adaptors (As), and Coordination Delegates
(CDs) exploiting the automated generation
facilities offered by the Synthesis Processor.

The CHOReVOLUTION Console is a web-based
application that allows choreography owners to:
•

A. Configure, administer and trigger corrective
actions on running services and
choreographies;
• B. Monitor the execution of a choreography
with respect to relevant parameters, such as
execution time of choreography tasks, number of
messages exchanged for the execution of tasks,
end-to-end deadlines, etc.

A platform to increase DevOps and SecOps collaborations
Bringing together business users, developers, security experts and infrastructure administrators is a proven
approach to deliver efficient distributed services that can evolve more frequently. The CHOReVOLUTION
platform offers the flexible DevOps and SecOps environment to combine legacy applications, new web
services, and connected things.
Domain experts, end-users, security officers and DevOps teams from different organizations can collaborate
using the CHOReVOLUTION platform. They first need to translate their business goals into comprehensive
BPMN2 diagrams. Then they have to define interactions among existing services, and use the platform to
generate new service composition, choreographies that are easy to deploy on the cloud and easy to monitor.
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The Back-End Software
The CHOReVOLUTION backend provides
the following features:
•

A. Generation of the Concrete
Choreography specification and all
the required BCs, As, CDs, SFs;

•

B. Deployment, configuration and
control of BCs, As, CDs, SFs on the
CHOReVOLUTION cloud
infrastructure;

•

C. Management of authentication
and authorization for services at
run-time that uses different security
mechanisms at protocol level by
storing various credentials on behalf
of the caller; management of
authorization policies;

•

D. Propagation/synchronization of
service/user profiles to/from
external resources and provision of
managed services.

All the components described here aim at
executing concrete service choreography
instances on a cloud infrastructure and
adapting the execution based on the actual
application context.
At execution time, for each choreography,
in the CHOReVOLUTION cloud, there are:
•

A. A set of choreography instances
at different execution states;

•

B. A set of virtual machines
executing a custom-tailored mix of
services and middleware
components to serve different parts
of the choreography. VMs are
installed and configured with
services according to selectable
policies.

A collaborative platform involving Cloud Service Providers
CHOReVOLUTION brings to CSPs a modern execution platform to run combined web services and smart objects.
CSPs can run, monitor and adapt choreographies of services that are deployed on several cloud infrastructures.
Heterogenous services are aligned through Adapters, allowing different services with equivalent roles to be used
at the endpoints interchangeably, or using Binding Components to manage REST/SOAP interactions. Vertical and
horizontal scalabilities provide end-to-end performance to the users. This unique approach includes security by
design, through security filters and identity management.
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The Design Phase
The specification process supports the creation of
service/thing description models in terms of their
interface, interaction protocol, QoS attributes, and
security aspects. The process adopts a model-driven
engineering approach.
The CHOReVOLUTION Studio offers a set of aptly
developed graphical editors that support choreography
developers while creating the following service/thing
specification models.
Learn more about the Service/Thing specification
process reading the Studio online documentation2.

The Synthesis Phase
Starting from the choreography specification, given in
terms of a BPMN2 Choreography Diagram and
Messages XML Schema, the Synthesis process
concerns the selection of the services/things from the
inventory, and the generation of the Binding
Components (BC), Security Filters (SF), Adapters (A),
and Coordination Delegates (CD) artefacts.
Then, the generation of the Choreography Architecture
Description and the Choreography Deployment
Description can start, from the selected services/things
and the generated artefacts.
More details about this phase can be found in the
Studio online documentation3.

The Federation Server and the Enactment Engine
The Federation Server is in charge of solving, as much as possible, the different security authentication
interoperability issues. It combines a Security Token Service (STS) and a provisioning element.

The Enactment Engine (EE) automatically deploys the choreography based on the description document
received from the Synthesis Processor, via the Identity Manager. Based on top of Apache Brooklyn, the EE
also interfaces with the Identity Manager for actual deployment and runtime details. Once a choreography is
deployed and running, the EE listens for command requests from the IdM for runtime choreography control.
2
3

http://www.chorevolution.eu/bin/view/Documentation/Studio#HCHOReVOLUTIONService2FThingspecificationprocess
http://www.chorevolution.eu/bin/view/Documentation/Studio#HSynthesisPhase-Part1
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The Platform Components
The CHOReVOLUTION middleware platform provides
a way to manage a catalog of services, which
facilitates the service composition phase.
The platform architecture leverages the flexibility of
cloud computing in the deployment of choreographies.
These software are integrated to provide the best user Moreover, it automatically distributes and binds the
experience possible, during the design phase, at
various parts of choreographies that have to
runtime and during the monitoring process.
collaborate on virtual cloud infrastructures.
The specifications introduced in the previous pages
are implemented in the CHOReVOLUTION platform,
through front-end and back-end components.

The Eclipse-based Studio is a user-friendly
environment covering all the steps from inception, to
design, implementation and deployment, which all
software developers and architects have to contend.

The table below summarizes the main
CHOReVOLUTION software components, with their
respective hardware and software requirements, links
to the open source repositories and documentations.

Components
(Apache 2.0 unless other
license specified)

CHOReVOLUTION
Eclipse Studio4
Documentation
CHOReVOLUTION
Console5
Documentation
Identity Manager6
Documentation

CPU

RAM

DISK

dual core,
1,5 GB or 2+
1,5 GB
2 GHz (min),
GB
(min.,
32-bit or 64-bit (recommended) depending
(recommended)
on projects)
dual core,
2 GHz (min.)

2 GB (min.)

250 MB
(min.)

Software Environment
Microsoft Windows, Mac OS X or Unix OS and
derived supported,
Latest Oracle JDK 8 or OpenJDK 8 (only Unix
OS based) recommended
Any 64-bit OS capable of running the JDK and
PostgreSQL supported, with pref. for Debian
GNU / Linux and Ubuntu Server LTS. Latest
Oracle JDK or OpenJDK 8 recommended,
latest Apache Tomcat 8, PostgreSQL 9.4.

Federation Server7
(GPL 3.0 license)
Documentation

dual core,
1,5 GB or 2+
1,5 GB
2 GHz (min),
GB
(min.,
32-bit or 64-bit (recommended) depending
(recommended)
on projects)

Any 64-bit OS capable of running the JDK and
MongoDB supported, with pref. for Debian
GNU / Linux and Ubuntu Server LTS. Latest
Oracle JDK 8 recommended, latest Apache
Tomcat 8, MongoDB 2.4.9

Enactment Engine8
Documentation

one vCPU (min),
dual core

4 GB (min),
8 GB

4GB (min),
100 GB

Centos/RHEL 7, OSX Linux ; a Java Runtime
Environment (JRE) installed (version 7 or later);

Synthesis Processor9 one vCPU (min),
Documentation
dual core

1 GB (min.)
2 GB

500 MB

Apache Tomcat or other Java EE Application
Server.

The CHOReVOLUTION Platform Requirements
The minimum CHOReVOLUTION platform requires a dual-core 32-bit server with 8 GB RAM and 50 GB free
disk space while the execution platform can rely on virtual machines (vCPU with 8 GB RAM, 20 GB disk).
To manage more projects, the front-end will rely on a dual-core 64-bit server with 16 GB RAM and 500 GB free
disk space while the execution platform can rely on virtual machines (vCPU with 16 GB RAM and 200 GB disk)

4
5
6
7
8
9

Studio Software: https://gitlab.ow2.org/chorevolution/chorevolution-studio
Console Software: https://gitlab.ow2.org/chorevolution/syncope
Identity Manager Software: https://gitlab.ow2.org/chorevolution/syncope
Security Token Service: https://gitlab.ow2.org/chorevolution/security-token-service
EE Software: https://gitlab.ow2.org/chorevolution/enactment-engine
SP Software: https://gitlab.ow2.org/chorevolution/synthesis-processor
Transformation Software: https://gitlab.ow2.org/chorevolution/transformations
Security Filter Software: https://gitlab.ow2.org/chorevolution/security-filter
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Getting Started
The binary packages of the latest version of the CHOReVOLUTION Platform can be downloaded from the:
• Official CHOReVOLUTION public repository: http://download.forge.ow2.org/chorevolution/
• AppHub open source market place: https://directory.apphub.eu.com/organization/chorevolution
From the AppHub Directory, it is possible to download the same assets available on the project website10 and,
furthermore, it is possible to download a VM ready to be executed containing all the running components
already integrated11. For using the VM distribution, the developer has to download and install the Eclipse bundle
and to set the CHOReVOLUTION platform URL12 in the CHOReVOLUTION studio.
The installation provided with the VM on AppHub is configured for deploying the choreographies on a local
Apache Tomcat installation. This is very useful for getting started on the CHOReVOLUTION basics.

Component Dependencies
While performing the release of the CHOReVOLUTION software platform, developers and maintainers must be
aware of the dependencies between the components.
To this extent, the dependencies graph below helps driving the order of components releases.

CHOReVOLUTION Component Dependencies

Platform Release
The owners of the connected components must be notified of the intention to perform a release.
A possible sequence of releases driving to a complete platform release can be the following:
1. ChorSpec Library, Security Filter, VSB Generator, Federation Server
2. Enactment Engine, Identity Manager, Synthesis Processor
3. CHOReVOLUTION Studio

Starting with a Case Study
The CHOReVOLUTION e-Commerce case study offers an interesting overview for early users.
More: http://www.chorevolution.eu/bin/view/Documentation/Getting+Started+with+CHOReVOLUTION+platform#HCaseStudyoverview

10 http://www.chorevolution.eu/bin/view/Documentation/Download
11 CHOReVOLUTION middleware platform is available through the AppHUB directory:

https://directory.apphub.eu.com/organization/chorevolution

12 http://<VM’s IP address>:8081
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The Process Flow to Build
New Coordinated Services

Services are published in the service inventory by
service providers, e.g., transportation companies
and airport retailers that have identified business
opportunities in the domain of interest.

Several actors are involved in the
CHOReVOLUTION platform to build and use new
coordinated services:

The Identity Manager also contains the registration
of end users, for instance a tourist interested in
exploiting the choreography through his mobile apps.

The End-Users are the consumers/clients of a
choreography-based application realized by means
of the CHOReVOLUTION platform.

Then, an automated choreography synthesis method
is performed, leveraging model transformation and
code synthesis techniques to derive several
additional software entities, including Binding
Component (BC), Coordination Delegates (CDs),
Adapters (As) and Security Filters (SFs).

The Platform Users exploit the platform
components for realising a specific choreographybased application. These software architects,
developers, engineers or domain experts should
understand the notion of choreography.
The Platform Developers are involved in the design
and implementation of the platform components.
Domain experts and choreography designers
cooperate in order to produce a specification
(Choreography Diagram) of the choreography. This
is done by using the CHOReVOLUTION Studio.
They set the business goal, identify the tasks and
participants required to achieve the goal, and specify
how participants must collaborate through a BPMN2
choreography diagram.
Adding more models, they can also specify the
interface, interaction protocol, QoS attributes, and
security aspects.
From the produced BPMN2 choreography
specification and additional models, using the
Synthesis Processor, choreography developers
select from a Service Inventory those services that
can act as suitable participants to play the roles of
the specified choreography.

A concrete Choreography Specification is generated
with information required by the Enactment Engine
to correctly perform the choreography deployment
on the Cloud and related
enactment process.
The Concrete Choreography
Specification is an XML-based
declarative description of the
choreography that specifies the
inter-dependencies among
services, CDs, Adapters, BCs,
and SFs, and their locations.
To enable dynamic adaptation
and cross-federation security
enforceability at the service
level, leveraging the run-time
support offered by the
Enactment Engine, Adapters
and Filters can be configured,
monitored, controlled, and
managed at run time by
choreography operators and
identity & security managers.

More Resources for Developers and CSPs
Choreography designers and developers can read this tutorial for more information:
http://www.chorevolution.eu/bin/view/Documentation/Getting+Started+with+CHOReVOLUTION+platform#HGettingStartedforChoreograp
hyDesigners2FDevelopers

Please also read the CHOReVOLUTION e-Commerce case study overview:
http://www.chorevolution.eu/bin/view/Documentation/Getting+Started+with+CHOReVOLUTION+platform#HCaseStudyoverview

Cloud Service Providers can find models for provider side services/things coordination:
http://www.chorevolution.eu/bin/view/Documentation/Getting+Started+with+CHOReVOLUTION+platform#HGettingStartedforServiceProv
iders
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Tutorials for Developers and CSPs
In order to set up a workspace for specifying a choreography, the designers should
follow the online Developers tutorial13. This comprehensive step-by-step guide
includes a Zip archive of the choreography diagram. It shows how to use the
synthesis processor wizard, how to create a new synthesis project, add a new
choreography model and start the synthesis process.

The Eclipse-based
CHOReVOLUTION
Studio provides
several wizards, an
Eclipse BPMN2
Modeler and more
tools to build the
choreography
diagram.

The Choreography
Deployment
Description activity
concerns the
generation of the
Choreography
Deployment
Description model.

Cloud Service Providers should rather read the CSP tutorial14 to discover how to
create CHOReVOLUTION Service/Thing projects, add interface specification
models and upload services into the Service Inventory.

13 Getting Started for Choreography Designers/Developers:
http://www.chorevolution.eu/bin/view/Documentation/Getting+Started+with+CHOReVOLUTION+platform#HGettingStarte
dforChoreographyDesigners2FDevelopers
14 Getting Started for Service Providers:
http://www.chorevolution.eu/bin/view/Documentation/Getting+Started+with+CHOReVOLUTION+platform#HGettingStarte
dforServiceProviders
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Final Considerations
Reading this white paper and the online platform
documentation (link #1 below), domain experts,
software architects, developers and cloud service
providers can increase their CHOReVOLUTION
skills and generate valuable innovative services.
CHOReVOLUTION is a platform enabling
organizations and smart cities to derive the full
potential of web services and IoT applications.
Both legacy web services and new cloud services
can be choreographed and included in the platform
catalogue. This allows for re-use of present services
and optimized deployment of newly created
prosumer services.
The CHOReVOLUTION platform can be deployed
directly from the AppHub open source market place
to your favorite private or public cloud, using the link
#3 below.

Lexicon
Adapter (A): It is used to bind a concrete service to a
choreography participant, i.e. a given role in the
choreography, when there are interfaces mismatch.
Binding Component (BC): A BC bridges the gap
between the middleware-level interaction paradigm of
a service/thing (e.g., REST or CoAP) and SOAP, which
is the middleware-level default interaction paradigm.
Coordination Delegates (CDs): CDs coordinate the
services interaction, in a fully distributed way,
according to the collaboration prescribed by the
choreography.
Dynamism: in the CHOReVOLUTION context, allows
for changes in business goals, as specified at design
time, and flexible resource provisioning with support
for scalability such as automatic reactions to QoS
degradation by cloning or adding virtual machines on
the cloud infrastructure.
Security Filter (SF): the SF filters the interaction
protocol of participant services with respect to different
cross-boundary and multi-organisation security and
identity requirements.
Service (S): A Service is a logical representation of a
repeatable business activity that has a specified
outcome and may be composed of other services. In
general, it is perceived as a “black box” by its
consumer.

For more information and more interactions with the CHOReVOLUTION designers, please:
1. Read the Platform Documentation: http://www.chorevolution.eu/bin/view/Documentation/WebHome
2. Register to the beta-test campaign: http://www.chorevolution.eu/bin/view/Documentation/WebHome
3. Check for ready-to-use packages on AppHub: https://directory.apphub.eu.com/organization/chorevolution
4. Or download the Platform Software from the repository: http://download.forge.ow2.org/chorevolution/
5. Join and follow the community: http://www.chorevolution.eu/bin/view/Community/WebHome
6. Report a bug in CHOReVOLUTION Jira: https://jira.ow2.org/browse/CRV
7. Follow us on Twitter: https://twitter.com/CHOR_eVOLUTION
8. Follow us on SlideShare: http://slideshare.net/CHOReVOLUTION/
9. Follow us on LinkedIn: https://www.linkedin.com/groups/8238562
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The CHOReVOLUTION Contributors are
Thales Communications & security
Inria
Universita degli Studi dell'Aquila
Cefriel scrl
RI.SE (Viktoria Swedish ICT)
Tirasa srl
OW2
Softeco Sismat srl

Check out CHOReVOLUTION at

Download CHOReVOLUTION
from AppHub.eu.com

www.chorevolution.eu
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